
The multifunctional tool TE-MG 300 EQ features a powerful 300 W motor, speed electronics for adjusting the tool to the material/application, constant

electronicsfor consistent power and a soft grip for comfortable handling. A quick release helps to change equipment without tools on a tool chuck with

12 settings and a magnetic tool fixation. Also included is a dust extraction device for fitting without any additional tools, plus an adapter and several

blades: plunge-cut saw blade (wood,plastic), BIM plunge-cut saw blade (metal), segment saw blade (wood,plastic, soft metal), diamond segment saw

blade (tile joints), scraper, triangular grinding/sanding plate and 6 sheets of abrasive paper. Delivery in convenient transport and storage case.

TE-MG 300 EQ

Multifunctional Tool
Item No.: 4465150

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825614237

Features
Quick release for toolless change of equipment-

Comfortable accessory change thanks to magnetic tool fixation-

Powerful 300 Watt motor-

Speed electronics for material and application suitable working-

Thanks to constant electronics no loss of idle speed under load-

Safe and pleasant working thanks to soft grip-

Tool chuck (adjustable to 12 settings)-

Incl. toolless mountable dust extraction device-

Incl. triangular grinding/sanding plate-

Incl. 6x grinding/sanding paper (3*P60/3*P120)-

Incl. scraper-

Incl. plunge-cut saw blade for wood and plastic (HCS)-

Incl. BIM plunge-cut saw blade also for metal-

Incl. segment saw blade for wood, plastic and soft metal (HSS)-

Incl. diamond segment saw blade for tile joints-

Incl. convenient dust extraction adapter-

Delivery in convenient transport and storage case-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 300 W

- Oscillating speed 11000-20000 min^-1

- Angle of oscillation 3.2 °

- Sandpaper size 93  x  93  x  93 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.54 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 3.2 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 348 x 109 x 270 mm

- Pieces per export carton 5 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 17 kg

- Dimensions export carton 585 x 370 x 290 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2150 | 4450 | 5225

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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